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Abstract

Security and energy optimization in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) have a direct impact over device and network performance. The
bridging gap between optimization and security needs to be curtailed so as to achieve secure optimization in this resource constraint
networks. This manuscript presents as three-fold integrated scheme that governs secure neighbour selection, energy efficient routing
and seamless aggregation that serve a multi objective purpose for WSN. We propose a Trust Assisted- Energy Efficient Aggregation
(TA-EEA) scheme that improves overall aggregation precision with limited constraints in neighbour reliability and aggregation. The
threefold process of TA-EEA ensures trusted neighbour selection, duty cycle based energy conservation and responsive congestion con-
trol for seamless transmission. These processes intend to minimize the energy utilization of the nodes to prolong the lifetime of the net-
work with lesser control overhead. The trade-off between energy and security is exploited to progress efficient energy consumption under
controlled overhead with higher packet delivery ratio.
� 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) comprises of
uncountable devices called sensor nodes that perform mon-
itoring, sensing and transmitting operations with the inter-
connected similar devices. Sensor nodes are usually
incompetent and inexpensive physical devices with assem-
bled hardware elements and self-battery for operating the
hardware (Alzaid, Foo, & Nieto, 2008). Sensor nodes relay
the gathered information to a familiar node called sink.
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The sink node is present either in one-hop or multi-hop
from the relaying node. Sensor nodes have multiple chal-
lenges, post deployment; the major is due to finite energy
and secure neighbour availability. The power source of sen-
sor nodes cannot be frequently recharged or they lack
recharging capability depending upon the environment
they are deployed. Both power and resource constraint
emboss the network to be feeble that it must rely on
additional optimization methods for retaining the service
outcome of the network. Resource constraints have
direct impact over network lifetime, energy dissipation,
neighbour awareness, relaying and so on (Przydatek,
Song, & Perrig, 2003).

Sensor nodes dispersed in distinct network region inte-
grate sensed data forwarding to a common node called
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aggregator that successively forwards the same to the sink
node. Sensor nodes due to their self-resource constraints
may not find direct transmission to the sink node, for
which aggregation is a solution. This prevents earlier
energy drain of the node (Rajagopalan & Varshney,
2006). As the sensor nodes pursue a common transmitting
fashion, energy consumption of the nodes at the time of
relaying is less that aids to prolong the network endurance.
Data aggregation emphasises a stronger energy optimiza-
tion by reducing redundant transmission to the sink node
(Fasolo, Rossi, Widmer, & Zorzi, 2007).

Sensor nodes are deployed in both favourable and
adversary environments to carry out observations and
sensing operations. In an adversary environment, there
are chances for a node to be compromised or to infuse
counterfeited information into the network. If an aggrega-
tor is influenced by the adversary, the aggregated value can
be altered that would change the entire aggregation result
in the sink (Gaikwad & Dhage, 2015; Ozdemir & Xiao,
2009). Therefore security becomes essential research area
in data aggregation in WSNs.

In this manuscript, we intend to optimize WSN perfor-
mance using a harmonized three-fold approach; energy
optimization using region based duty cycle process, link
capacity dependent aggregation and trust path selection
using prolonged time consistency factor. Besides the over-
head caused due to harmonizing the independent
approaches is also intended to be minimized, with each
process being restricted to the required levels of service
provisioning.

The remainder of the manuscript is systematized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes the review of the related works.
Section 3 describes the System model and problem defini-
tion. Section 4 explains our proposed approach of the
three-fold process in detail. Section 5 deals with the simu-
lation results and discussion. Finally, the conclusion and
future scope are briefed in Section 6.

2. Related work

This subsection describes some of the works proposed in
the past that are designed for WSN performance
improvement.

Roy, Setia, and Jajodia (2006) proposed a hierarchical
durable data collection algorithm for data gathering in
the existence of compromised sensor nodes. This method
mitigates malicious aggregates but as the method authenti-
cation code along with the node address, number of MAC
control messages generated is high.

Stealthy attack is a recurrent aggregation vulnerability
that injects forged information into the aggregated data
so as to deface the base station aggregation value. Passive
scheme (Önen & Molva, 2007) with homomorphic encryp-
tion is proposed to improve data confidentiality among the
sensor nodes. An improved cluster-based privacy homo-
morphism is proposed by Huang, Shieh, and Tygar
(2010) which employs random key generation technique
for improving data collection security intensity. This
method lacks the key sharing information between sensor
nodes and base station.

The authors of (Avokh & Mirjalily, 2010) designed a
Dynamic balanced Spanning Tree Approach to reduce
the drawback of hotspot caused in the static spanning tree
method, to minimize energy utilization and to improve
load balancing.

EBRP (Ren, Zhang, He, Lin, & Ren, 2011) is a loop
eliminating algorithm that considers multiple routing fac-
tors like level, intensity and enduring energy of the nodes
to improve packet flow rate. EBRP performs better load
balancing and energy optimization. The authors of (Roy,
Conti, Setia, & Jajodia, 2012) flourished a verification algo-
rithm for aggregate authentication by the base station. This
algorithm verifies the aggregation precision without
exchange of message to the base station but the algorithm
does not hold for verification in the active time of the
attackers.

The authors in (Mathapati, Patil, & Mytri, 2012) pro-
posed a cluster-based reliable energy efficient aggregation
technique with co-ordinator nodes that perform monitor-
ing and aggregation process. This clustering technique aids
in minimizing energy consumption at the time of transmis-
sion and improved reliability of the transmission.

An anchor point based data aggregation method is pro-
posed by Guo, Wang, and Yang (2013) to curtail multiple
node energy dissemination due to varying data gathering
instances. To improve confidentiality and integrity in data
aggregation, Othman, Trad, Youssef, and Alzaid (2013)
integrated authentication codes and ElGamal encryption
scheme that minimizes communication overhead and com-
putation complexity.

Mantri, Prasad, and Prasad (2013) flourished a band-
width efficient inter and intra cluster aggregation to mini-
mize redundancy and energy consumption. This method
is designed for heterogeneous networks that require node
information in forehand.

Xiang, Luo, and Rosenberg (2013) introduced a com-
pressed sensing based data gathering scheme in random
network deployment to accomplish effectiveness in energy
utilization. This method also retains reliability post data
gathering.

Xie and Jia (2014) proposed a cluster-based compressive
sensing scheme for controlling redundant transmissions.
An Adaptive Load Balancing Algorithm-Rainbow
(ALBA-R) is proposed by Rao, Jana, and Banka (2016)
for lowering energy consumption and overhead at the time
of transmission. ALBA-R is a cross-layer method that
resolved routing problem and efficiently balances load
using special nodes called relays.

To minimize complexity in aggregator election that sup-
ports balanced energy consumption among the nodes,
Chao and Hsiao (2014) proposed a light weight aggregator
selection algorithm. To minimize energy consumption, the
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authors have also proposed structure less data collection
scheme that is an event driven reporting method for energy
optimization.

To extend the energy efficiency for real time communica-
tions, Tyagi et al. (2014) proposed SAERP protocol. The
distinguishable factor of SAERP from the other protocols
is that it handles unforeseen transmission interludes.
SAERP minimizes energy utilization and number of con-
trol messages generated.

WSNs have resource constraints and therefore the uti-
lization of resources must be meaningful. In order to
achieve profitable resource utilizations, Soltani, Hempel,
and Sharif (2014) proposed a variable node - data fusion
approach that results in efficient resource utilization in
hefty WSNs.

In order to improve data gathering correctness and to
restore energy for the depleted nodes, a mobile mediator
called SenCar is designed by Zhao, Li, and Yang (2014).
This mediator gathers data, delivers to sink and charges
immobile nodes in the network for pursuing transmission.

A threshold based energy conserving method is pro-
posed by Jain, Saini, and Bhooshan (2015). The nodes that
do not exceed the threshold energy are iteratively con-
nected to the sink with replacement. This improves net-
work lifetime by minimizing energy drain constraints.

An integrated algorithm of itinerant sink and assigna-
tion sensor nodes models is proposed by the authors of
(Mottaghi & Zahabi, 2015) that retains the merits of
LEACH algorithm.

Xiao, Li, and Yuan (2015) considered the energy utiliza-
tion optimization of a single node in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment to improve the accuracy of data gathering. This
approach minimized the bridging gap between aggregation
value and energy utilization.

The methods discussed in the past focus on leveraging
few metrics that are directly associated with security. Con-
ventional security mechanisms improve network through-
put and packet delivery ratio with the aid of detection
and authentication mechanisms. Different from the tradi-
tional way of administering security in WSNs, our contri-
bution is formulated as below:

(i) Trust Assisted Neighbour Selection (TANS) method
in which a neighbour is assessed for its consistency
time along with the trust value. This discovers selec-
tive neighbours that perform reliable communication
over a prolonged time.

(ii) Energy Sustained Routing (ESR) for enhancing net-
work lifetime by modifying the conventional duty-
cycle process. The nodes are moved to active and
sleep states based on their gained trust value. Besides,
this routing determines the survival and replacement
of the aggregators.

(iii) Congestion Aware Data Collection (CADC) assists
congestion-free data migration between the nodes to
improve reliability in communication. It accounts
the packet count and buffer capacity of the nodes to
ensure non-congested seamless transmissions.

3. System model

This subsection briefs the WSN model with the node
density and its types and their energy model.

3.1. Network model

We contemplate a network with fng sensor nodes 2 N
positioned in a random manner in a network region of
dimension X �Y. The network consists of few source nodes
ðSnÞ, aggregator nodes ðAnÞ and a sink node ðSkÞ. Source
nodes transmit data to the sink directly or through interme-
diate nodes ðInÞ in multi-hops. An initiate aggregation of
data from Sn and transmits the same to Sk.

3.2. Energy model

Let Einit represent the pioneer energy of the node. A
node utilizes its energy for routing and relaying data pack-
ets. Energy utilized by a node ðEutilÞvaries as the distance to
the aggregator varies. If Et and Er represent the energy con-
sumed by a node for transmitting and receiving data
respectively, then

Eutil ¼ Et þ Er ð1Þ
The inactive nodes in the network are shifted to sleep

state so as to prevent the node being active for long time
and thereby dissipating energy unnecessarily. A node with
next higher enduring energy is transferred to active state
for pursuing communication. This process is called duty
cycle. The nodes in sleep state are said to keep its radio
receiver in ON state so as to receive wake up messages.
Therefore a least amount of energy is utilized by the nodes
in sleep mode.

Considering a nodes’ energy utilization in listening ðElisÞ
and sleep state ðEsÞ, (1) can be rewritten as in (2)

Eutil ¼ Et þ Er þ Elis þ Es ð2Þ
Et and Er can be computed using Eqs. (3) and (4)
respectively.

Et ¼ dtr � et � tt ð3Þ
where dtr is the data transfer rate, et is the transmission
energy and tt is the data transfer time.

Er ¼ drr � er � tr ð4Þ
where drr is the data reception rate, er is the reception
energy and tr is the data reception time.

The duty cycle process is initiated over the communicat-
ing network region rather than path nodes. Duty cycle pro-
cess of a node is distinct from aggregator replacement
constraint i.e. the node is moved to sleep state based on
its enduring energy monitored after each transmission.
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Fig. 2. Consistency information record.
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3.3. Problem definition

Administering security in WSN despite resource con-
straints requires additional control messages for neighbour
discovery. Neighbour discovery is frequent due to impro-
per and false neighbour information update as the network
lacks neighbour verification schemes and other central
administration schemes. Through data authentication
schemes, transmission is secured, leaving out prolonged
chances in identifying a reliable neighbour. This degrades
the quality of aggregation by minimizing transmission rate
and accuracy in data gathering process. Our proposed
approach minimizes chances for delayed neighbour selec-
tion and reliability check. The consistency of the node for
measuring its reliability is evaluated and is updated post
relaying. The preference for nodes is given in the order of
higher consistency. Besides, the trade-off between security
and energy by improving aggregation precision, using dis-
tinctprocesses of data collection and energy effective rout-
ing as a single venture, is also intended to be curtailed.

4. Proposed method

The description of the proposed TA-EEA scheme is
given in this subsection with its phases and their functions
for WSN improving WSN performance.

4.1. Trust Assisted Energy Efficient Aggregation (TA-EEA)

scheme

TA-EEA is a harmonic scheme bonding the three dis-
tinct phases of optimization viz., Trust Assisted Neighbour
Selection (TANS), Energy Sustained Routing (ESR) and
Congestion Aware Data Collection (CADC).

For effective neighbour selection and to minimize com-
plexity in security, we avoid in-node security provisioning
schemes like message authentication and encryption
schemes. This reduces complex algorithms being dumped
at the same WSN that turns out to be hard for the network
Fig. 1. TA-EEA illustratio
resources at the time of deployment or that would require
multifaceted hardware support. The proposed TA-EES
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4.2. Trust Assisted Neighbour Selection (TANS)

The aggregator node broadcasts a request for collecting
data from the active Sn nodes in the network. Active source
nodes are connected to the aggregator nodes in either one-
hop or multi-hop. Initially, the active source nodes route to
the aggregator node based on shortest distance. Each node
in the network holds a consistency information record as
shown in Fig. 2 below.

Where, NODE_ID is the physical address of the com-
municating node, NEIGHBOUR field indicates the direct
one-hop neighbour, CURR_TV is the current trust value
of the neighbour node at an instance ‘t’, UT is the trust
updated time and C_TIME is the consistency time which
is the difference between previous and current trust update
time.

The data forwarding node computes the trust (Sardar &
Majumder, 2013; Venkanna & Velusamy, 2013) of its direct
neighbour (Tdn) using (5)

Tdn ¼ dpi

dpj

ð5Þ

where dpi is the count of successful data packets forwarded
from node i and dpj is the count of successful data packets

received from jth node and i and j are the direct neighbours.
On computing the direct trust of the neighbour, the cur-

rent forwarding node updates its table with the neighbour
ID, trust value and the time at which the trust is updated.
CURR_TV holds the value of Tdn.
n with functionalities.
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Consistency time is computed using Eq. (6)

DtðTdnÞ ¼ ðUT�UT�Þ ð6Þ
where Dt Tdnð Þ is the consistency time and UT� represents
the current trust updated time and UT represents the last
trust updated time. The value of Dt Tdnð Þ is updated in
the C_TIME field.

4.3. Forwarder selection conditions

An active forwarding node selects its next hop relaying
node based on two conditions:

(i) The CURR_TV of the neighbour must be higher
compared to the other direct neighbours and

(ii) C_TIME of the node must be large compared to the
other direct neighbours.

Once the neighbour is selected the active source node
relays all of its available data to the aggregator through
the neighbour. This neighbour is regarded as the trusted
node. The trust of the neighbour is updated post end of
each transmission and a new trust value id updated. The
default frequency of updating the Tdn value will be the time
taken for the communication. Some special cases like fac-
ing larger drop or link failures and re-transmissions
requires recurrent trust update and therefore the C_TIME
of the nodes will be less.

4.4. Conditions for discarding a node from the routing path

A node can be discarded from the routing path if:

(i) The nodes’ trust value is not updated or the node
does not hold its neighbours trust information.

(ii) The nodes trust value is diminishing or the C_TIME
is inflating.

(iii) The NEIGHBOR is replicated in two distinct nodes
that are not in range.

A direct trust evaluation alone is preferred (discarding
indirect trust computation) as duty cycle algorithm is
employed for energy optimization. In duty cycle process,
the indirect trust update from a node may not be expected
if it is in sleep mode at the time of relaying.

4.5. Energy Sustained Routing (ESR)

For achieving energy efficiency in WSN, duty cycle pro-
cess is employed, that prolongs a nodes’ lifetime by switch-
AL  SL 

Fig. 3. List representation.
ing transmission less nodes to sleep state and transmitting
nodes to active state in a recursive manner. Our implication
of duty cycle process is a diversified approach from the tra-
ditional duty cycle process. At the time of transmission ini-
tialization, the source nodes select In that route in a
shortest path to the aggregator nodes. The rest of the nodes
in the network are moved to sleep state with their radio
receivers turned ON.

At the end of shortest path transmission, the active Sn

nodes select their forwarder based on Tdn and Dt Tdnð Þ.
The nodes that are neglected this time from the routing path
are moved to sleep state. To prevent unnecessary control
message generation at the time of switching neighbours,
the nodes hold two lists: Active List (AL) and Sleep List
(SL). The lists can be represented as shown in Fig. 3.

The nodes that are involved in current transmission are
present in AL and that are not participating in current
transmission are moved to SL. Based on the trust value
and C_TIME, the nodes in SL are sorted in descending
order. When a node from AL is moved to SL, the a replace-
ment for AL node is given from the top order of SL as the
top level of SL holds the nodes with higher trust value and
C_TIME after sorting.

Change of aggregator node relies on their half drain
energy level. The aggregator node will be replaced when
it drains half of the initial energy. Energy consumed by a
aggregator is different from a common nodes’ energy uti-
lization. The energy consumed by a aggregator (EAn) is
given (Chen et al., 2005) by Eq. (7)

EAn ¼ k�Yaðdrr

k
Þ ð7Þ

where k is the aggregation level and Ya is the function for
aggregation.

Therefore it is necessary to keep monitoring the aggre-
gator node energy. The half drain ðEhdÞof the node is given
by (8).

Ehd ¼ Einit

2
ð8Þ

In order to monitor the aggregator nodes’ energy level,
its remaining energy needs to be computed subsequent to
each aggregation. The remaining energy of the aggregator
ERAn is computed using (9)

ERAn ¼ Einit � EAn ð9Þ
when ERAnis equal to Ehd, the aggregator needs to be
replaced.

4.6. Congestion Aware Data Collection (CADC)

In CADC phase, the aggregator accounts the forwarder
capacity at the time of relaying collected data. Congestion
control becomes essential as the forwarder node from the
aggregator will not admit the same amount of data, the
aggregator has collected. We intend the idea of verifying
the acceptable limit of the direct forwarding neighbour
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from the aggregator prior to each transmission. The packet
accepting limit of the direct neighbour is verified using the
transmission packet of the aggregator and the buffer uti-
lization of the neighbour. If the count of packets transmit-
ted by the aggregator is less or equal to the length of the
neighbour buffer, then congestion is less. Therefore, the
buffer length BLis computed as given (Devi & Uthariaraj,
2013) in Eq. (10)

BL ¼ 1� wfð Þ � BL þ Bu � wfÞ ð10Þ
where wf is the weight factor for transmission and Bu is the
current buffer utilization.

The number of transmitted packets Np is computed
(Kumaravel & Prabha, 2012) using (11)

Np ¼ dtr=Lr ð11Þ
where Lr is the link rate between An and In.

Prior to each transmission, the An needs to check if Np is
equal to BL.

As stated in (Sirsikar & Anavatti, 2015), due to multiple
packet reception, the aggregator may face the problem of
replications that consumes further energy of the node. To
minimize the impact of redundant transmissions, the aggre-
gator is endowed with transmission verification and a
counter broadcast. In transmission verification phase, the
aggregator checks for the sequence numbers of each node
that is indulged in communication. If the sequence number
of a same node is found to be replicated at different instant
of time ‘t’, the aggregator discards the second transmission.
This helps to minimize replicas from the same node at dif-
ferent instance of time.

In the counter broadcast, the aggregator broadcasts the
last/recent observed transmission sequence number and
binds the same with the each node address. It broadcasts
the address and its associated sequence number to the next
aggregator that is being elected. The new aggregator persists
communication from the next sequence number received as
a broadcast from the old aggregator node. The working of
the proposed TA-EEA is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The process of the proposed TA-EEA is described in
Algorithm 1.
Fig. 4. TA-EEA
Algorithm 1. TA-EEA Algorithm

Input: n, X * Y
8n 2 X �Yf
Sn ! dataAn ! dataIn ! dataSk
Compute Tdn ¼ dpi

dpj
; 8In between An and Sk

Compute DtðTdnÞ using Eq. (6) 8In between An and Sk
iffcurrtvðIniÞ > currtv Inj

� �
&&ctimeðIniÞ > ctimeðInjÞgf

nextintermediate ¼ Ini ;
Ini :! ALf g;
AL : fInjg;
Compute EAn

¼ k�Yaðdrrk Þ
iffERAn

< Ehdgf
currentAn :! fSLg
newAn ¼ In;maxfER In1ð Þ;ER In2ð Þ; � � �g
gendif
l1 :
for nextIn : Skð Þf
ComputeBL ¼ 1� wfð Þ � BL þ Bu � wfÞ
EstimateNp ¼ dtr=Lr

if Np < BL

� �f
An ! datanewIn
nextIn
GotoL1;
gendif
gendfor
gendif
gendfor
Output: trusted and energy efficient node n

The different methods in the proposed TA-EEA results
in identifying an energy efficient trusted neighbour that is
best-fit for consistent transmissions.
5. Simulation results and discussion

This section assesses the performance of the proposed
scheme with the simulation background and the perfor-
mance metrics. The considered metrics are compared with
working.



Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Network Area 1000 � 1000
Protocol Dynamic source routing
No. of sensor nodes 100
Network topology Flat grid
IEEE standard 802.11
Broadcasting Range 250 m
Application type Constant bit rate
No. of packets 1500
Initial energy 10 J
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the existing approaches to verify the reliability of the pro-
posed scheme.

Our proposed TA-EEAs’ performance metrics are com-
pared with a Centralized Energy Allocation Algorithm
(CEA) and SAERP that are implement using network sim-
ulator. Our proposed scheme is analyzed using the metrics:
PDR, aggregation delay, control overhead, and energy uti-
lization. We consider 100 nodes placed in a uniform man-
ner in a 1000 m � 1000 m region with multiple transmitting
nodes and a sink node. Table 1 shows the simulation
parameters and its values.

6. Results

6.1. Packet delivery ratio

The above Fig. 5 illustrates the comparison of PDR for
our proposed TA-EEA with EBRP (Ren et al., 2011)
SAERP (Tyagi et al., 2014) and CEA (Xiao et al., 2015).
In our proposed scheme, the aggregator is balanced
between energy and congestion rate so as to transmit
acceptable limit of packets to its forwarders. This lessens
packet drop and augments the count of packets being deliv-
ered at the sink. Therefore, packet delivery ratio of our
proposed TA-EEA is high comparatively.

6.2. Control overhead

The performance of EBRP, SAERP and CEA is com-
pared with the proposed TA-EEA scheme with respect to
the control overhead measured (Fig. 6). As the number
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of neighbours increases, the previous approaches discard
the old neighbours to discover the new neighbours. This
requires added control messages for both discovery and
route establishment. In TA-EEA, the nodes are maintained
in separate lists that are switched between the states with-
out additional control messages. A node is discovered with
a new broadcast if it has joined the network or the commu-
nication region of the active transmitting nodes. Therefore,
unnecessary or non-periodic control message broadcast is
restricted in our proposed approach.

6.3. Aggregation delay

As flow rate increases, time taken for gathering the data
increases (Fig. 7). In TA-EEA scheme, the CADC process
minimizes retransmission post drop with the fore hand
information of the forwarder buffer utilization. The time
taken for aggregation is not interrupted due to retransmis-
sion, in TA-EEA scheme that consumes lesser time when
compared to EBRP, SAERP and CEA.

6.4. Energy consumption

Fig. 8 illustrates the energy consumption compared
between TA-EEA, CEA, SAERP and EBRP. In the pro-
posed TA-EEA, ESR process retains an appreciable count
of energy efficient nodes for further transmission by switch-
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ing them amid active and sleep state based on their consis-
tency. This prevents a single node being utilized and
drained once for all. As a result, not all nodes need to
spend energy for a agreed transmission, minimizing the
overall energy consumption.

The comparison for aggregation precision and energy
consumption between EBRP, SAERP, CEA and the pro-
posed TA-EEA is shown in Fig. 9. As aggregation preci-
sion increases, the level and rate of data collection
increases, utilizing energy to the maximum limit. In TA-
EEA, the aggregation is carried out through reliable neigh-
bours as recommended by TANS and congestion is con-
trolled by CADC. This helps to improve aggregation
accuracy with lesser energy consumption as the methods
prevent additional neighbour discovery and
retransmissions.

7. Conclusion

We have analyzed and intended to minimize the trade-
off factors prevailing in WSN and to exploit the same to
improve the performance of the networks. Our proposed
TA-EEA scheme is independent of the resource constraints
of the network that performs optimization in a unanimous
manner. Simulations conducted prove the consistency of
our scheme by retaining networks’ delivery ratio with
controlled overhead which is quite high in selecting a secure
neighbour with multi constraints. This approach succeeds
in integrating the multi faced process as a single bind
scheme with efficiency of its implication. The future of
the work is planned to improve our TA-EEA scheme with
scalability that would extend support for large scale Wire-
less Networks.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online
at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cogsys.2018.11.006.
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